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Abstract

A substantial number of enterprises and independent software vendors are adopting a strategy in which software-intensive systems are developed with an open architecture (OA) that may contain open source software (OSS) components or components with open APIs. The emerging challenge is to realize the benefits of openness when components are subject to different copyright or property licenses. In this paper, we identify key properties of OSS licenses, present a license analysis scheme to identify license conflicts arising from composed software elements, and apply it to provide guidance for software architectural design choices whose goal is to enable specific licensed component configurations. Our scheme has been implemented in an operational environment and demonstrates a practical, automated solution to the problem of determining overall rights and obligations for alternative OAs.

1. Introduction

It has been common for OSS projects to require developers to contribute their work under conditions that ensure the project can license its products under a specific OSS license. For example, the Apache Contributor License Agreement grants enough rights to the Apache
Software Foundation for the foundation to license the resulting systems under the Apache License. This sort of license configuration, in which the rights to a system’s components are homogenously granted and the system has a well-defined OSS license, was the norm and continues to this day.

However, we more and more commonly see a different license configuration in which the components of a system do not have the same license. The resulting system may not have any recognized OSS license at all—in fact, our research indicates this is the most likely outcome. Instead, if all goes well in its design, there will be enough rights available in the system so that it can be used and distributed—and perhaps modified by others and sublicensed, if the corresponding obligations are met. These obligations are likely to differ for components with different licenses; a BSD (Berkeley Software Distribution)-licensed component must preserve its copyright notices when made part of the system—for example, while the source code for a modified component covered by MPL (the Mozilla Public License) must be made public—and a component with a reciprocal license such as the Free Software Foundation’s GPL (General Public License) might carry the obligation to distribute the source code of that component but also of other components that constitute “a whole which is a work based on” the GPL’d component. The obligations may conflict, as when a GPL’d component’s reciprocal obligation to publish source code of other components is combined with a proprietary license’s prohibition of publishing source code—in which case, there may be no rights available for the system as a whole (not even the right of use), because the obligations of the licenses that would permit use of its components cannot simultaneously be met.

The central problem we examine and explain in this paper is to identify principles of software architecture and software licenses that facilitate or inhibit success of the OA strategy when OSS and other software components with open APIs are employed. This is the knowledge we seek to develop and deliver. Without such knowledge, it is unlikely that an OA that is clean, robust, transparent, and extensible can be readily produced. On a broader scale, this paper seeks to explore and answer the following kinds of research questions:

- What license applies to an OA system composed of components with different licenses?
- How do alternative OSS licenses facilitate or inhibit the development of OA systems?
- How should software license constraints be specified to make it possible to automatically determine the overall set of rights and obligations associated with a configured software system architecture?

This paper may help establish a foundation for how to analyze and evaluate dependencies that might arise when seeking to develop software systems that embody an OA when different types of software components or software licenses are being considered for integration into an overall system configuration.

In the remainder of this paper, we examine software licensing constraints. This is followed by an analysis of how these constraints can interact in order to determine the overall license constraints applicable to the configured system architecture. Next, we describe an operational environment that demonstrates automatic determination of license constraints associated with a configured system architecture, and thus offers a solution to the problem we face. We close with a discussion of the conclusions that follow.
2. Background

There is little explicit guidance or reliance on systematic empirical studies for how best to develop, deploy, and sustain complex software systems when different OA and OSS objectives are at hand. Instead, we find narratives that provide ample motivation and belief in the promise and potential of OA and OSS without consideration of what challenges may lie ahead in realizing OA and OSS strategies. Ven (2008) is a recent exception.

We believe that a primary challenge to be addressed is how to determine whether a system, composed of subsystems and components each with specific OSS or proprietary licenses and integrated into the system’s planned configuration, is or is not open, and what license constraints apply to the configured system as a whole. This challenge comprises not only evaluating an existing system at run-time but also at design-time and build-time for a proposed system to ensure that the result is “open” under the desired definition and that only the acceptable licenses apply; another important aspect of this challenge is understanding which licenses are acceptable in this context. Because there is a range of types and variants of licenses (OSI, 2008), each of which may affect a system in different ways, and because there are a number of different kinds of OSS-related components and ways of combining them that affect the licensing issue, an essential first step is to understand the kinds of software elements that constitute a software architecture, and what kinds of licenses may encumber these elements or their overall configuration.

OA seems to simply mean software system architectures incorporating OSS components and open application program interfaces (APIs). But not all software system architectures incorporating OSS components and open APIs will produce an OA, since the openness of an OA depends on: (a) how/why OSS and open APIs are located within the system architecture, (b) how OSS and open APIs are implemented, embedded, or interconnected, (c) whether the copyright (Intellectual Property) licenses assigned to different OSS components encumber all/part of a software system’s architecture into which they are integrated, and (d) the fact that many alternative architectural configurations and APIs exist that may or may not produce an OA (Alspaugh & Antón, 2007; Scacchi & Alspaugh, 2008). Subsequently, we believe this can lead to situations in which new software development or acquisition requirements stipulate a software system with an OA and OSS, but the resulting software system may or may not embody an OA. This can occur when the architectural design of a system constrains system requirements—raising the question of what requirements can be satisfied by a given system architecture when requirements stipulate specific types or instances of OSS (e.g., Web browsers and content management servers) to be employed (Scacchi, 2002), or what architecture style (Bass, Clements & Kazman, 2003) is implied by a given set of system requirements.

Thus, given the goal of realizing an OA and OSS strategy together with the use of OSS components and open APIs, it is unclear how to best align acquisition, system requirements, software architectures, and OSS elements across different software license regimes to achieve this goal (Scacchi & Alspaugh, 2008).

3. Understanding Open Architectures

The statement that a system is intended to embody an open architecture using open software technologies like OSS and APIs does not clearly indicate what possible mix of software elements may be configured into such a system. To help explain this, we first identify what kinds
of software elements are included in common software architectures, whether they are open or closed (Bass et al., 2003).

- **Software source code components**—(a) stand-alone programs, (b) libraries, frameworks, or middleware, (c) inter-application script code (e.g., C shell scripts), and (d) intra-application script code (e.g., to create Rich Internet Applications using domain-specific languages such as XUL for Firefox Web browser (Feldt, 2007) or “mashups” (Nelson & Churchill, 2006)).

- **Executable components**—These are programs for which the software is in binary form, and its source code may not be open for access, review, modification, and possible redistribution. Executable binaries can be viewed as “derived works” (Rosen, 2005).

- **Application program interfaces/APIs**—The availability of externally visible and accessible APIs to which independently developed components can be connected is the minimum condition required to form an “open system” (Meyers & Obendorf, 2001).

- **Software connectors**—In addition to APIs, these may be software either from libraries, frameworks, or application script code, whose intended purpose is to provide a standard or reusable way of associating programs, data repositories, or remote services through common interfaces. The High Level Architecture (HLA) is an example of a software connector scheme (Kuhl, Weatherly & Damann, 2000), as are CORBA, Microsoft’s .NET, Enterprise Java Beans, and LGPL libraries.

- **Configured system or sub-system architectures**—These are software systems that can be built to conform to an explicit architectural design. They include software source code components, executable components, APIs, and connectors that are organized in a way that may conform to a known “architectural style” such as the Representational State Transfer (Fielding & Taylor, 2002) for Web-based client-server applications, or may represent an original or ad hoc architectural pattern (Bass et al., 2003). Each of the software elements—and the pattern in which they are arranged and interlinked—can all be specified, analyzed, and documented using an Architecture Description Language and ADL-based support tools (Bass et al., 2003; Medvidovic, Rosenblum & Taylor, 1999).

Figure 1 provides an overall view of an archetypal software architecture for a configured system that includes and identifies each of the software elements above, as well as including free/open source software (e.g., Gnome Evolution) and closed source software (WordPerfect) components. In simple terms, the configured system consists of software components (grey boxes in the figure) that include a Mozilla Web browser, Gnome Evolution e-mail client, and WordPerfect word processor, all running on a Linux operating system that can access file, print, and other remote-networked servers (e.g., an Apache Web server). These components are interrelated through a set of software connectors (ellipses in the figure) that connect the interfaces of software components (small white boxes attached to a component) and link them together. Modern-day enterprise systems or command-and-control systems will generally have more complex architectures and a more diverse mix of software components than shown in the figure here. As we examine next, even this simple architecture raises a number of OSS licensing issues that constrain the extent of openness that may be realized in a configured OA.
4. Understanding Open Software Licenses

A particularly knotty challenge is the problem of licenses in OSS and OA. There are a number of different OSS licenses, and their number continues to grow. Each license stipulates different constraints attached to software components that bear it. External references are available which describe and explain many different licenses that are now in use with OSS (Fontana et al., 2008; OSI, 2008; Rosen, 2005; St. Laurent, 2004).

More and more software systems are designed, built, released, and distributed as OAs composed of components from different sources, some proprietary and others not. Systems include components that are statically bound or interconnected at build-time, while other components may only be dynamically linked for execution at run-time, and thus might not be included as part of a software release or distribution. Software components in such systems evolve not only by ongoing maintenance but also by architectural refactoring, alternative component interconnections, and component replacement (via maintenance patches, installation of new versions, or migration to new technologies). Software components in such
systems may be subject to different software licenses, and later versions of a component may be subject to different licenses (e.g., from CDDL—Sun’s Common Development and Distribution License—to GPL, or from GPLv2 to GPLv3).

Software systems with open architectures are subject to different software licenses than may be common with traditional, proprietary, closed source systems from a single vendor. Software architects/developers must increasingly attend to how they design, develop, and deploy software systems that may be subject to multiple and possibly conflicting software licenses. We see architects, developers, software acquisition managers, and others concerned with OAs as falling into three groups. The first group pays little or no heed to license conflicts and obligations; they simply focus on the other goals of the system. Those in the second group have assets and resources, and, in order to protect these, they may have an army of lawyers to advise them on license issues and other potential vulnerabilities; or they may constrain the design of their systems so that only a small number of software licenses (possibly just one) are involved—excluding components with other licenses independent of whether such components represent a more effective or more efficient solution. The third group falls between these two extremes; members of this group want to design, develop, and distribute the best systems possible, while they respect the constraints associated with different software component licenses. Their goal is a configured OA system that meets all its goals and for which all the license obligations for the needed copyrights are satisfied. It is this third group that needs the guidance the present work seeks to provide.

There has been an explosion in the number, type, and variants of software licenses, especially with open source software (OSI, 2008). Software components are now available subject to licenses such as the General Public License (GPL), Mozilla Public License (MPL), Apache Public License, (APL), Academic licenses (e.g., BSD, MIT), Creative Commons, Artistic, and others as well as Public Domain (either via explicit declaration or by expiration of prior copyright license). Furthermore, licenses such as these can evolve, resulting in new license versions over time. But no matter their diversity, software licenses represent a legally enforceable contract that is recognized by government agencies, corporate enterprises, individuals, and judicial courts, and, as a result, they cannot be taken trivially. As a consequence, software licenses constrain open architectures and thus architectural design decisions.

So how might we support the diverse needs of different software developers with respect to their need to design, develop, and deploy configured software systems with different, possibly conflicting licenses for the software components they employ? Is it possible to provide automated means for helping software developers determine what constraints will result at design-time, build-time, or run-time when their configured system architectures employ diverse licensed components? These are the kind of questions we address in this paper.

4.1. Software Licenses: Rights and Obligations

Copyright, the common basis for software licenses, gives the original author of a work certain exclusive rights, which for software include the right to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and sell copies. These rights may be licensed to others, including individuals or groups, and they may be licensed either exclusively so that no one else can exercise them or (more commonly) non-exCLUSively. After a period of years, the rights enter the public domain, but, until then, the only way for anyone other than the author to have access to the copyright is to license it.
Licenses may impose obligations that must be met in order for the licensee to realize the assigned rights. Commonly cited obligations include the obligation to buy a legal copy to use and not distribute copies (proprietary licenses), the obligation to preserve copyright and license notices (academic licenses), the obligation to publish at no cost source code that has been modified (MPL), or the reciprocal obligation to publish all source code included at build-time or statically linked (GPL).

Licenses may provide for the creation of derivative works (e.g., a transformation or adaptation of existing software) or collective works (e.g., a Linux distribution that combines software from many independent sources) from the original work by granting those rights, possibly with corresponding obligations.

In addition, the author of an original work can make it available under more than one license, enabling the work’s distribution to different audiences with different needs. For example, one licensee might be happy to pay a license fee in order to be able to distribute the work as part of a proprietary product whose source code is not published, while another might need to license the work under MPL rather than GPL in order to have consistent licensing across a system. The result is the distribution of software under any one of several licenses, with the licensee choosing from two (“dual license”) or three (Mozilla’s “tri-license”) licenses.

The basic relationship between software license rights and obligations can be summarized as follows: if you meet the specified obligations, then you get the specified rights. In other words, for the academic licenses, if you retain the copyright notice, list of license conditions, and disclaimer, then you have the right to use, modify, merge, sub-license, etc. For MPL, if you publish modified source code and sub-licensed derived works under MPL, then you get all the MPL rights. These same relationships apply for other types of licenses. However, one thing we have learned from our efforts to carefully analyze and lay out the obligations and rights pertaining to each license is that license details are difficult to comprehend and track—it is easy to get confused or make mistakes. Some of the OSS licenses were written by developers, and often these turn out to be incomplete and legally ambiguous; others, usually more recent, were written by lawyers and are more exact and complete but can be difficult for non-lawyers to grasp. The challenge is multiplied when dealing with configured system architectures that compose multiple components with heterogeneous licenses so that the need for legal interpretations begins to seem inevitable (Fontana et al., 2008; Rosen, 2005). Therefore, one of our goals is to make it possible to architect software systems of heterogeneously licensed components without necessarily consulting legal counsel. Similarly, such a goal is best realized with automated support that can help architects understand design choices across components with different licenses and that can provide support for testing build-time releases and run-time distributions to make sure they achieve the specified rights by satisfying the corresponding obligations.

4.2. Expressing Software Licenses

Historically, most software systems, including OSS systems, were entirely under a single software license. However, we now see more and more software systems being proposed, built, or distributed with components that are under various licenses. Such systems may no longer be covered by a single license, unless such a licensing constraint is stipulated at design-time and enforced at build-time and run-time. But when components with different licenses are to be included at build-time, their respective licenses might either be consistent or conflict. Further, if designed systems include components with conflicting licenses, then one or more of the conflicting components must be excluded in the build-time release or must be abstracted behind an open API or middleware, with users required to download and install to enable the intended
operation. (This is common in Linux distributions subject to GPL, where, for example, users may choose to acquire and install proprietary run-time components, like proprietary media players.) As a result, a component license conflict need not be a show-stopper if identified at design time. However, developers have to be able to determine which components’ licenses conflict and take appropriate steps at design-time, build-time, and run-time that are consistent with the different concerns and requirements that apply at each phase (Scacchi & Alspaugh, 2008).

In order to fulfill our goals, we need a scheme for expressing software licenses that is more formal and less ambiguous than natural language and that allows us to identify conflicts arising from the various rights and obligations pertaining to two or more components’ licenses. We considered relatively complex structures—such as Hohfeld’s eight fundamental jural relations (Hohfeld, 1913)—but, applying Occam’s razor, selected a simpler structure. We start with a tuple \(<\text{actor}, \text{operation}, \text{action}, \text{object}>\) for expressing a right or obligation. The \(\text{actor}\) is the “licensee” for all the licenses we have examined. The \(\text{operation}\) is one of the following: “may,” “must,” or “must not,” with “may” expressing a right and “must” and “must not” expressing obligations; following Hohfeld, the lack of a right (which would be “may not”) correlates with a duty not to exercise the right (“must not”), and, whenever lack of a right seemed significant in a license, we expressed it as a negative obligation with “must not.” The \(\text{action}\) is a verb or verb phrase describing what may, must, or must not be done, with the \(\text{object}\) completing the description. We specify an object separately from the action in order to minimize the set of actions. A license then may be expressed as a set of rights, with each right associated (in that license) with zero or more obligations that must be fulfilled in order to enjoy that right. Figure 2 displays the tuples and associations for two of the rights and their associated obligations for the academic BSD software license. Note that the first right is granted without corresponding obligations.

![Figure 2. A Portion of the BSD License Tuples](image)

We now turn to examine how OA software systems that include components with different licenses can be designed and analyzed while effectively tracking their rights and obligations.

When designing an OA software system, there are heuristics one can employ to enable architectural design choices that might otherwise be excluded due to license conflicts. First, it is possible to employ a “license firewall,” which serves to limit the scope of reciprocal obligations. Rather than simply interconnecting conflicting components through static linking of components at build-time, such components can be logically connected via dynamic links, client-server protocols, license shims (e.g., via LGPL connectors), or run-time plug-ins. Second, the source code of statically linked OSS components must be made public. Third, it is necessary to include appropriate notices and publish required sources when academic licenses are employed. However, even using design heuristics such as these (and there are many), keeping track of
license rights and obligations across components that are interconnected in complex OAs quickly becomes too cumbersome. Thus, automated support needs to be provided to help overcome and manage the multi-component, multi-license complexity.

5. Automating Analysis of Software License Rights and Obligations

We find that if we start from a formal specification of a software system’s architecture, then we can associate software license attributes with the system’s components, connectors, and sub-system architectures and calculate the copyright rights and obligations for the system. Accordingly, we employ an architectural description language specified in xADL (2005) to describe OAs that can be designed and analyzed with a software architecture design environment (Medvidovic et al., 1999) such as ArchStudio4 (2006). We have taken this environment and extended it with a Software Architecture License Traceability Analysis module (Asuncion, 2008). This allows for the specification of licenses as a list of attributes (license tuples) using a form-based user interface, similar to those already used and known for ArchStudio4 and xADL (ArchStudio, 2006; Medvidovic et al., 1999).

Figure 3 shows a screenshot of an ArchStudio4 session in which we have modeled the OA seen in Figure 1. OA software components, each of which has an associated license, are indicated by darker-shaded boxes. Light-shaded boxes indicate connectors. Architectural connectors may or may not have associated license information; those with licenses (such as architectural connectors that represent functional code) are treated as components during license traceability analysis. A directed line segment indicates a link. Links connect interfaces between the components and connectors. Furthermore, the Mozilla component, as shown here, contains a hypothetical subarchitecture for modeling the role of intra-application scripting—as might be useful in specifying license constraints for Rich Internet Applications. This subarchitecture is specified in the same manner as the overall system architecture and is visible in Figure 5. The automated environment allows for tracing and analysis of license attributes and conflicts.
Figure 3. An ArchStudio 4 Model of the Open Software Architecture of Figure 1

Figure 4 shows a view of the internal XML representation of a software license. Analysis and calculations of rights, obligations, and conflicts for the OA are done in this form. This schematic representation is similar in spirit to that used for specifying and analyzing privacy and security regulations associated with certain software systems (Breaux & Anton, 2008).
With this basis to build on, it is now possible to analyze the alignment of rights and obligations for the overall system:

- **Propagation of reciprocal obligations**

  Reciprocal obligations are imposed by the license of a GPL’d component on any other component that is part of the same “work based on the Program” (i.e., on the first component), as defined in GPL. We follow the widely accepted interpretation that build-time static linkage propagate the reciprocal obligations, but the “license firewalls” do not. Analysis begins, therefore, by propagating these obligations along all connectors that are not license firewalls.

- **Obligation conflicts**

  An obligation can conflict with another obligation contrary to it, or with the set of available rights, by requiring a copyright right that has not been granted. For instance, the Corel proprietary license for the WordPerfect component, CTL (Corel Transactional License), may be taken to entail that a licensee must not redistribute source code. However, an OSS license, GPL, may state that a licensee must redistribute source code. Thus, the conflict appears in the
modality of the two otherwise identical obligations, “must not” in CTL and “must” in GPL. A conflict on the same point could also occur between GPL and a component whose license fails to grant the right to distribute its source code.

This phase of the analysis is affected by the overall set of rights that are required. If conflicts arise involving the union of all obligations in all components’ licenses, it may be possible to eliminate some conflicts by selecting a smaller set of rights—in which case, only the obligations for those rights need be considered.

Figure 5 shows a screenshot in which the License Traceability Analysis module has identified obligation conflicts between the licenses of two pairs of components (“WordPerfect” and “Linux OS,” and “GUIDisplayManager” and “GUIScriptInterpreter”).

Figure 5. License Conflicts Identified between Two Pairs of Components

- Rights and obligations calculations

The rights available for the entire system (use, copy, modify, etc.) then are calculated as the intersection of the sets of rights available for each component of the system.

The obligations required for the whole system then are the union of the specific obligations for each component that are associated with those rights. Examples of specific
obligations are “Licensee must retain copyright notices in the binary form of module.c” or “Licensee must publish the source code of component.java version 1.2.3.”

Figure 6 shows a report of the calculations for the hypothetical subarchitecture of the Mozilla component in our archetypal architecture—exhibiting an obligation conflict and the single copyright right (to run the system) that the prototype tool shows would be available for the subarchitecture as a whole if the conflict is resolved; a production tool would also list the rights (none) currently available.

Figure 6. A Report Identifying the Obligations, Conflicts, and Rights for the Architectural Model

If a conflict is found involving the obligations and rights of linked components, it is possible for the system architect to consider an alternative linking scheme—employing one or more connectors along the paths between the components that act as a license firewall, thereby mitigating or neutralizing the component-component license conflict. This means that the architecture and the environment together can determine what OA design best meets the problem at hand with available software components. Components with conflicting licenses do
not need to be arbitrarily excluded but, instead, may expand the range of possible architectural alternatives if the architect seeks such flexibility and choice.

At build-time (and later at run-time), many of the obligations can be tested and verified, for example, that the binaries contain the appropriate notices for their licenses and that the source files are present in the correct version on the Web. These tests can be generated from the internal list of obligations and run automatically. If the system’s interface were extended to add a control for it, the tests could be run by a deployed system.

The prototype License Traceability Analysis module provides a proof-of-concept for this approach. We encoded the core provisions of four licenses in XML for the tool—GPL, MPL, CTL, and AFL (Academic Free License)—to examine the effectiveness of the license tuple encoding and the calculations based upon it. While it is clear that we could use a more complex and expressive structure for encoding licenses, in encoding the license provisions to date, we found that the tuple representation was more expressive than needed; for example, the actor was always “licensee” and seemed likely to remain so, and we found use for only three operations or modalities. At this writing, the module shows proof of concept for calculating with reciprocal obligations by propagating them to adjacent, statically linked modules; the extension to all paths not blocked by license firewalls is straightforward and is independent of the scheme and calculations described here. Reciprocal obligations are identified in the tool by lookup in a table, and the meaning and scope of reciprocality is hard-coded; this is not ideal, but we considered it acceptable since the legal definition in terms of the reciprocal licenses will not change frequently. We also focused on the design-time analysis and calculation (rather than on build- or run-time), as it involves the widest range of issues—including representations, calculation of rights and obligations, and design guidance derived from them.

Based on our analytical approach, it appears that the questions of what license (if any) covers a specific configured system, and what rights are available for the overall system (and what obligations are needed for them) are difficult to answer without automated license-architecture analysis. This is especially true if the system or sub-system is already in operational run-time form (Kazman & Carrière, 1999). It might make distribution of a composite OA system somewhat problematic if people cannot understand what rights or obligations are associated with it. We offer the following considerations to help make this clear. For example, a Mozilla/Firefox Web browser covered by the MPL (or GPL or LGPL, in accordance with the Mozilla Tri-License) may download and run intra-application script code that is covered by a different license. If this script code is only invoked via dynamic run-time linkage, or via a client-server transaction protocol, then there is no propagation of license rights or obligations. However, if the script code is integrated into the source code of the Web browser as a persistent part of an application (e.g., as a plug-in), then it could be viewed as a configured sub-system that may need to be accessed for license transfer or conflict implications. A different kind of example can be anticipated with application programs (like Web browsers, e-mail clients, and word processors) that employ Rich Internet Applications or mashups entailing the use of content (e.g., textual character fonts or geographic maps) that is subject to copyright protection—if the content is embedded in and bundled with the scripted application sub-system. In such a case, the licenses involved may not be limited to OSS or proprietary software licenses.

In the end, it becomes clear that it is possible to automatically determine what rights or obligations are associated with a given system architecture at design-time and whether it contains any license conflicts that might prevent proper access or use at build-time or run-time, given an approach such as ours.
6. Discussion

Software system configurations in OAs are intended to be adapted to incorporate new innovative software technologies that are not yet available. These system configurations will evolve and be refactored over time at ever-increasing rates (Scacchi, 2007); components will be patched and upgraded (perhaps with new license constraints), and inter-component connections will be rewired or remediated with new connector types. As such, sustaining the openness of a configured software system will become part of ongoing system support, analysis, and validation. This, in turn, may require ADLs to include OSS licensing properties on components, connectors, and overall system configuration, as well as in appropriate analysis tools (Bass et al. 2003; Medvidovic et al., 1999).

Constructing these descriptions is an incremental addition to the development of the architectural design or alternative architectural designs. But it is still time-consuming and may present a somewhat daunting challenge for large, pre-existing systems that were not originally modeled in our environment.

Advances in the identification and extraction of configured software elements at build-time and their restructuring into architectural descriptions is becoming an evermore automatable endeavor (Choi & Scacchi, 1990; Kazman & Carrière, 1999; Jansen, Bosch & Avgeriou, 2008). Further advances in such efforts have the potential to automatically produce architectural descriptions that can either be manually or semi-automatically annotated with their license constraints, and thus enable automated construction and assessment of build-time software system architectures.

The list of recognized OSS licenses is long and ever-growing, and, as existing licenses are tested in the courts, we can expect their interpretations to be clarified and perhaps altered; the GPL definition of “work based on the Program,” for example, may eventually be clarified in this way, possibly refining the scope of reciprocal obligations. Our expressions of license rights and obligations are for the most part compared for identical actors, actions, and objects, then by looking for “must not” in one and either “must” or “may” in the other, so that new licenses may be added by keeping equivalent rights or obligations expressed equivalently. Reciprocal obligations, however, are handled specially by hard-coded algorithms to traverse the scope of that obligation so that addition of obligations with different scope, or the revision of the understanding of the scope of an existing obligation, requires development work. Possibly these issues will be clarified as we add more licenses to the tool and experiment with their application in OA contexts.

Lastly, our scheme for specifying software licenses offers the potential for the creation of shared repositories where these licenses can be accessed, studied, compared, modified, and redistributed.

7. Conclusion

The relationship between open architecture, open source software, and multiple software licenses is poorly understood. OSS is often viewed as primarily a source for low-cost/free software systems or software components. Thus, given the goal of realizing an OA strategy together with the use of OSS components and open APIs, it has been unclear how to best align software architecture, OSS, and software license regimes to achieve this goal. Subsequently, the central problem we examined in this paper was to identify principles of software architecture and software copyright licenses that facilitate or inhibit how best to ensure
the success of an OA strategy when OSS and open APIs are required or otherwise employed. In turn, we presented an analysis scheme and operational environment that demonstrates that an automated solution to this problem exists.

We have developed and demonstrated an operational environment that can automatically determine the overall license rights, obligations, and constraints associated with a configured system architecture whose components may have different software licenses. Such an environment requires the annotation of the participating software elements with their corresponding licenses. These annotated software architectural descriptions can be prescriptively analyzed at design-time, as we have shown, or descriptively analyzed at build-time or run-time. Such a solution offers the potential for practical support in design-time, build-time, and run-time license conformance checking and the evermore complex problem of developing large software systems from configurations of software elements that can evolve over time.
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Software Licenses, Open Source Components, and Open Architectures
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What is an Open Architecture?

- Open Architecture (OA) systems may include components with open APIs, Open Source Software (OSS) technology or development processes.
- OSS components are subject to different *Intellectual Property* (IP) licenses that impose constraints/conflicts.
- Air Force, Army, and Navy each have their own reasons for adoption OA systems.
  - But what happens when there are conflicts across the Defense community regarding what an OA is?
- Therefore, is it clear what an OA is, or how to achieve an OA system with OSS?
Research Questions

• What license applies to an OA system composed with OSS elements with different licenses?
• How do alternative OSS licenses facilitate or inhibit the development of OA systems?
• How should software license constraints be specified so it is possible to automatically determine the overall set of rights and obligations associated with a configured software system architecture?
OA, OSS, and software license analysis

- **Goal**: identify software architecture principles and OSS licenses that mediate OA
- OSS components subject to different IP licenses
- DoD policies and initiatives encouraging OA with OSS elements
- How to determine the *requirements* for how to realize OA strategies with OSS?

Open Software Architecture Elements

- Software source code components
  - Standalone programs
  - Libraries, frameworks, or middleware
  - Inter-application script code (e.g., for building subsystems)
  - Intra-application script code (e.g., for Rich Internet Apps.)
- Executable software components (binaries)
- Application program interfaces (APIs)
- Software connectors
- Configured sub-system or system
Legend:
Grey boxes are components; yellow ellipses are connectors; white boxes are code interfaces; arrows are data or control flow paths; complete figure is architectural design configuration, denote different kinds of elements.
OSS elements subject to different IP licenses

- Intellectual Property licenses stipulate *rights* ("can/not do") and *obligations* ("must/not do") regarding IP usage
- GPL (Gnu Public License) stipulates right to access, study, modify, and *reciprocal* obligation to redistribute modified source code
- Mozilla now offers a *tri-license* for its software like Firefox Web Browser:
  - GPL, MPL (lightweight), or Restricted (accommodating proprietary services)
- Other OSS covered by different license rights and obligations, thus unclear how to check or enforce!
OSS elements subject to different IP licenses

- How to determine which rights and obligations will apply or conflict within a configured system?
OSS elements subject to different IP licenses

• How to determine which rights and obligations will apply or conflict within a configured system?
  – At design-time (maximum flexibility—can employ “license firewalls” to mitigate license constraints)
  – At build-time (may/not be able to redistribute components at hand)
  – At run-time (software release may/not need to install/link-to components from other sites or repositories)
OSS elements subject to different IP licenses

• Different license constraints may apply or conflict at different times
• Different license constraints imply overall system may/not be OA at different times
• We need to know at all times what license constraints apply, and whether/not we have an OA
• License analysis with large, complex systems may be intractable for developers, lawyers, PEOs, etc.
  – Further exacerbated by different time constraints
OSS elements subject to different IP licenses

Practical requirements:

- Must formally specify software license rights and obligations
- Must specify and model software system architectures
- Must analyze software architectures in terms of license obligations and rights for multi-component systems or sub-systems
  - At architectural design-time
  - At build-time
  - At run-time (including integration with legacy systems)
  - Analysis same at each time, but results may differ!
- Should *provide automated support* to help meet these needs
**Proposed Solution:**
Automated OA Design and License Analysis Environment

- Developed an operational prototype OA design and license environment
- Demonstrates the ability to satisfy the all of the practical requirements
- Developed as an extension to the *ArchStudio* Architecture Design Environment from UC Irvine
Legend:
Grey boxes are components; yellow ellipses are connectors; white boxes are code interfaces; arrows are data or control flow paths; complete figure is architectural design configuration, denote different kinds of elements.
<licenselookup:licenseType xsi:type="licenselookup:LicenseType">
  <licenselookup:name xsi:type="instance:Description">MPL</licenselookup:name>
  <licenselookup:obligation licenselookup:id="MPL2.Id" xsi:type="licenselookup:Obligation">
    <licenselookup:actor xsi:type="licenselookup:Actor">licensee</licenselookup:actor>
    <licenselookup:operation xsi:type="licenselookup:Operation">must not</licenselookup:operation>
    <licenselookup:action xsi:type="licenselookup:Action">delete</licenselookup:action>
    <licenselookup:object xsi:type="licenselookup:Object">from original code</licenselookup:object>
  </licenselookup:obligation>
  <licenselookup:obligation licenselookup:id="MPL3.1" xsi:type="licenselookup:Obligation">
    <licenselookup:actor xsi:type="licenselookup:Actor">licensee</licenselookup:actor>
    <licenselookup:operation xsi:type="licenselookup:Operation">must</licenselookup:operation>
    <licenselookup:action xsi:type="licenselookup:Action">retain</licenselookup:action>
    <licenselookup:object xsi:type="licenselookup:Object">copyright notice</licenselookup:object>
  </licenselookup:obligation>
  <licenselookup:obligation licenselookup:id="MPL3.2" xsi:type="licenselookup:Obligation">
    <licenselookup:actor xsi:type="licenselookup:Actor">licensee</licenselookup:actor>
    <licenselookup:operation xsi:type="licenselookup:Operation">must</licenselookup:operation>
    <licenselookup:action xsi:type="licenselookup:Action">redistribute</licenselookup:action>
    <licenselookup:object xsi:type="licenselookup:Object">source code</licenselookup:object>
  </licenselookup:obligation>
  <licenselookup:obligation licenselookup:id="MPL3.6" xsi:type="licenselookup:Obligation">
    <licenselookup:actor xsi:type="licenselookup:Actor">licensee</licenselookup:actor>
    <licenselookup:operation xsi:type="licenselookup:Operation">may</licenselookup:operation>
    <licenselookup:action xsi:type="licenselookup:Action">distribute</licenselookup:action>
    <licenselookup:object xsi:type="licenselookup:Object">Covered Code in executable form</licenselookup:object>
  </licenselookup:obligation>
</licenselookup:licenseType>
License Report for the Main Architecture

***Printing all obligations
Obligation: MPL2.1d licensee must not delete from original code
Obligation: MPL3.1 licensee must retain copyright notice
Obligation: MPL3.2 licensee must redistribute source code
Obligation: CTL2 licensee must not redistribute source code
Obligation: GPL2 licensee must redistribute source code

***Printing all conflicting obligations
Obligation: CTL2 licensee must not redistribute source code
Obligation: MPL3.2 licensee must redistribute source code
Obligation: GPL2 licensee must redistribute source code
Obligation: CTL2 licensee must not redistribute source code

***Printing all rights
right: MPL3.5 licensee may distribute Covered Code in executable form
right: MPL2.1 licensee may reproduce original code
right: MPL1 licensee may redistribute executable
right: CTL3 licensee may not reproduce original code
right: CTL3A licensee may not use Licensor's name, logo, or trademarks
right: CTL4 licensee may not redistribute executable
right: GPL1 licensee may redistribute executable

***Printing all intersecting rights

License Report for SubArchitecture: Mozilla SubArch

***Printing all obligations
Obligation: MPL2.1d licensee must not delete from original code
Discussion

What about other OA with OSS problems?

- How to determine what license constraints apply to a delivered software system that may have OSS within it?
- Where is the OSS and is it GPL or not?
  - Requires source code analysis/data mining tools
  - No external architectural design in hand
- Possible to semi-automatically generate build-time architecture specification from source code
- Automated OA license analysis environment, plus source code analysis/mining, and architecture (re)generation tools, is best bet for addressing these problems
Conclusions

- Identified a fundamental challenge to design, build, and release of OA software systems that include OSS components with different IP licenses
- Identified approach for solving the challenge
- Demonstrated a prototype automated environment that solves problem at hand
- Identified other problems that may affect full realization of OA with OSS components
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